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UNITED STATES 

2,123,427 

PATENT OFFICE 
2,123,427 

FOUNTAN PEN 

Russell B. Kingman, I. Orange, N. J., assignor, by 
mesne assignments, to Camel Pen Company, a 
corporation of New Jersey 

Application September 18, 1935, Serial No. 41,014 
1. Claim. 

This invention relates to improvements in 
fountain pens, and the invention has for its 
principal object to provide a novel construction 
of fountain pen whereby the external case or bar 
rel assembly of the pen is so related and Com 
bined with the assembly constituting the me 
chanical or Working parts of the pen as to be 
quickly and easily separated therefrom without 
disturbing the operative functions thereof. By 
reason of this novel arrangement and relation 
of the external barrel or case aSSembly in Con 
nection with the assembly of mechanical or 
functional parts of the pen, dealers may be fur 
nished with a variety of barrel or case parts of 
different colors or designs, which may be Selected 
to enclose a functional assembly unit at the 
pleasure of the purchaser and in accord with the 
taste and desire of the latter. The main ad 
vantage of the novel pen construction, thus char 
acterized, is that it permits dealers to carry in 
stock a proportionally large and varied assort 
ment of relatively inexpensive external case or 
barrel parts for selective use in connection with 
a comparatively Small stock of functional unitS; 
said case or barrel parts being selectively inter 
changeable for assembly with functional units, 
so that the taste and desires of each purchaser 
may be easily and quickly satisfied at a mini 
mum expense and with little labor, since the con 
Struction is Such that no special tools are required 
for dismounting or mounting case or barrel parts 
relative to a functional unit, such operation being 
capable of execution solely by hand. 
Other objects of this invention, not at this time 

more particularly enumerated, Will be understood 
from the following detailed description of the 
Sale. - ? * 

An illustrative embodiment of this invention 
is shown in the accompanying dra Wing, in 
which:- 

Fig. 1 is an elevation of a complete fountain 
pen made according to the principles of this 
invention; Fig. 2 shows the novel pen with the 
external case or barrel parts operatively assem 
bled with the functional unit constituting the 
working parts of the pen, the latter arrangement 
being shown in elevation, and the case or barrel 
parts in longitudinal section; Fig. 3 is a view 
similar to that of Fig. 1, but showing the pen cap 
and the detachable barrel end piece disassembled; 
and Fig. 4 is a view similar to that of Fig. 2, but 
showing the manner whereby the external bar 
rel or case parts are assembled or disassembled 
relative to the functional unit of Working partS. 
Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical Sec 

(C. 120-46) 
tional view showing the slide-piece of the pen 
aS arranged to also serve as a means for holding 
Soluble ink and mixing the latter with Water 
Supplied to the reservoir sac. 

Similar characters of reference are employed 
in the hereinabove described views, to indicate 
corresponding parts. 

Referring to the drawing, the functional unit 
constituting the Working parts of the pen com 
prises a throat-section in which is mounted 
the pen nib together with the suitably chan 
neled feed bar 2 which serves the latter. At its 
inner end, said throat section , is provided With 
an externally screw-threaded neck 3 of reduced 
diameter. Above said neck 3 is a second exten 
sion 4 of further reduced diameter, to which is 
coupled the lower end of a flexible, collapsible 
reServoir sac 5. The upper end of said reser 
Voir sac !5 is connected with a slide-piece f6; the 
connection being made by engagement of the sac 
Over an extension 7 of reduced diameter pro 
vided at the lower end of said slide-piece 6. At 
its upper end said slide-piece is provided with a 
push-button formation 8 of reduced diameter. 
Means actuatable by the i slide-piece 6 is pro 
vided for collapsing the sac 5 to expel air there 
from, so that on subsequent expansion of the 
latter, ink, into which the throat section 0 is 
dipped, may be sucked into the reservoir sac 5 
through the feed bar 2, when it is desired to 
refill the pen with ink. This means comprises 
a longitudinally disposed flat pressure bar 9 
Which is suitably secured to the intermediate 
portion of a flat bowable spring 2. Said spring 
20 is arranged to extend longitudinally along the : 
Side of Said sac 5 between the slide-piece f 6 and 
throat Section fe; being secured at its upper end 
to the slide-piece by means of an anchoring clip 
Or band 2 which encircles the slide-piece ex 
tension 7 and sac end engaged thereover, and 
being Secured at its lower end to the throat, Sec 
tion by means of a similar anchoring clip or 
band 22 which encircles the throat Section ex 
tension 4 and sac end engaged thereover. It 
will be understood, that, in the broader aspects 
of this invention, the Spring means operative to 
expand and collapse the reservoir sac under 
manipulation of the slide-piece 6, may be vari 
ously modified, the above described species of 
such spring means being merely illustrative of 
one satisfactory form and arrangement thereof. 
It will also be understood, that in types of pens 
utilizing Soluble ink and Water as a Solvent for 
the latter, the slide-piece 6 may be made to 
hold a Supply of Soluble ink material for mixing 
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with water, when the latter is introduced into 
the reservoir Sac 5. An arrangement of the 
slide-piece adapted to serve the last mentioned 
purpose is shown in Fig. 5. In Such arrange 
ment the slide-piece is preferably made in tWO 
parts providing an upper part f6' and a lower 
part 6' Suitably engaged together as by a 
threaded connection 32. The upper part 6' is 
hollow, thus providing an interior storage cham 
ber 33 in which is disposed a body of soluble ink 
material 34. The lower part 6' provides a mix 
ing chamber 35 in communication with Said stor 
age chamber 33, the same having a passage 36 
of reduced cross-sectional area extending be 
tween said mixing chamber 35 and the interior 
of the reservoir Sac 5, the latter being engaged 
over the extension f7 with which the lower part 
6' is provided. Arranged within the mixing 
chamber 35 to cooperate with the communicat 
ing end of the passage 36 is a gravitatable valve 
element 37, the movement of which toward the 
upper portion of the mixing chamber is limited 
by a transverse stop-pin 38. When the pen is 
inverted from Writing position, i. e. with the pen. 
nib upward, which is the position in which the 
pen is carried in the pocket, the gravitatable 
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valve element 3 moves away from the passage 
36 so as to open communication between the res 
ervoir Sac 5 and mixing chamber 35, thus al 
lowing water from the former to flow into the 
latter and thence contact with the Soluble ink 
material 34, Such contact dissolving some of the 
latter for mixture With and diffusion through the 
Water to thereby convert the same into a fluid 
ink. When, however, the pen is down-turned 
to Writing position, the valve element 37 will 
drop into closing relation to the passage 36, and 
thus prevent escape from the mixing chamber 
of partially dissolved ink material with conse 
quent undue Waste of Such material. It will be 
understood that the gravitatable valve element 
37 may be made in any Suitable shape or form, 
the ball form thereof shown in Fig. 5 being mere 
ly illustrative of one form thereof. 
The arrangement of external case or barrel 

parts for detachable and interchangeable assen 
bly With the above described functional unit of 
the pen, comprises a main barrel or casing 23 of 
Open ended tubular form, the Sane having a low 
er internally SCrew-threaded portion 24, and an 
upper internally screw-threaded portion 25. This 
barrel or casing has an interior bore 26 sized to 
slidingly receive the reservoir sac 5 and slide 
piece 6 of the functional unit, when the latter 
is inserted upwardly through the lower open end 
of the barrel or casing. When this is done, the 
lower internally screw-threaded portion 24 of the 
barrel or casing is Screwed onto the externally 
screw-threaded neck 3 of the throat section f O, 
thus affixing the barrel Or casing in Operative as 
sembled attachment to the latter. The barrel or 

2,128,427 
Casing is dimensioned in length. So that the push 
button formation 8 of the slide-piece 6 will 
normally project outwardly from its upper end. 
The push-button formation 8 is of substantially 
less diameter than that of the bore 26 of the bar 
rel or casing 23. A hollow barrel end piece 27 is 
provided for detachable connection with the up 
per end of the latter in normally enclosing or cow 
ering relation to said projecting push-button 
formation 8. Said barrel end piece 27 is pro 
vided, at its lower or inner end, with an exter 
nally screw-threaded extension 28 of reduced di 
ameter, which is adapted to Screw into the upper 
internally screw-threaded portion 25 of the bar 
rel or casing 23, to thus detachably engage the 
same with the latter. At its lower end, said 
barrel or casing 23 is provided with an externally 
screw-threaded portion 29 to detachably receive 
the internally screw-threaded portion 30 of a 
cover cap 3, which is thereby adapted to be re 
movably engaged With the lower end of the barrel 
or casing 23, in enclosing and protecting relation 
to the throat section 0 and its pen nib , when 
the pen is not in use. 
From the above it Will be obvious that the ex 

ternal or barrel parts of the pen can readily be 
entirely dismounted and mounted relative to the 
functional unit constituting the Working parts 
of the pen, without in any way disturbing the op 
erative assembled relation of the parts making up 
the latter. As a consequence of this it will be ap 
parent that a stock of external or barrel parts 
are readily exchangeable for assembly with any 
given functional unit with all the advantages and 
economies already hereinabove referred to. 

Having described my invention, I claim: 
A fountain pen comprising a functional unit, 

constituting the working parts of the pen, the 
elements of which are secured and maintained to 
gether in operative assembled relation, and an 
external barrel for detachable connection with 
Said unit Without disturbing the operative assemi 
bled relation of the elements of said unit; said 
unit including a throat-Section carrying a pen 
nib and feed bar therefor, a collapsible reservoir 
sac connected by its lower end to said throat 
section in communication with the feed bar, a 
Slide-piece to Which the upper end of Said reser 
Voir Sac is connected, and a flexible Spring mem 
ber extending along said Sac and fixedly anchored 
by its lower end to said throat-section and by its 
upper end to Said slide-piece; said barrel being 
telescopically mountable over said slide-piece, 
spring member and Sac, and means to detachably 
couple the lower end of Said barrel to said throat 
Section, Said barrel being SO Sized in length as to 
permit external projection of the free end por 
tion of the slide-piece from the upper end thereof 
When said barrel and unit are operatively coupled 
together. 

RUSSELL B. KINGMAN. 
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